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Robertson County Water Supply Corporation  
Completed by Express Electric 

Serving just over 16,000 residents in eastern Texas, the Robertson County Water Supply 

Corporation (RCWSC) operates a small rural water system with five water plants, four wells, 

one booster pump station, and approximately 350 miles of PVC pipe. In December of 2014, 

their systems integrator, Express Electric, recommended that they adopt VTScada software 

from Trihedral to remotely monitor and control their plants. John Elliot, General Manager of 

RCWSC, and Robert Read, owner of Express Electric, describe the benefits of modern 

SCADA systems as well as their reasons for choosing VTScada. 

Why Adopt a SCADA System? - “Prior to VTScada we were not able to monitor any of our plants without actually going to each one.” 

Sometimes known in the industry as ‘sneaker net’, this time-consuming and error-prone process involved workers going to each site to record 

levels and operate equipment by hand. In 2014, Elliot’s team decided it was time for a better approach. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) systems automate this process allowing centralized monitoring and control and freeing workers to do more proactive maintenance.  

“Our electrician [Robert Read] is highly trusted and I value his opinion. This system was his recommendation,” says Elliot. After some weather 

delays, the system was up and running in February 2015.  “There really weren’t that many surprises.  [Robert] fully explained what all the system 

would give us.” This included integrated features such as logging, trends, reports, alarm management and remote alarm notification. Since these 

features are built into the core product, they remain tightly integrated over the life of the system. 

Along with the new VTScada system, Express Electric also installed a new control panel that controls plant #1. The controller performs the typical 

pump starts and stops and controls pressure and tank levels without using electrodes or induction relays typically found in rural water systems. 

Increased Response Time for Critical Events – “If we have an issue first thing in the morning such as a leak or some other critical event that 

doesn't allow us to get to the plant, we can monitor it from the office and save crucial response time.  The plants have to be physically checked 

each day per state standards; however, the new system allows us to make sure the plants are generally functioning properly until we can 

physically get there,” explains Elliot. “We do enjoy the history logs. If we need to, we can go back and look at certain periods such as high usage 

times to see how our plants responded to the high demand.” 

Increased Efficiency - Robert Read, owner of Express Electric, describes other cost benefits from the new control system. “The unique feature of 

this particular control package is it will control the plants’ power demand limit by not allowing any of the large pumps to run at the same time,” 

says Read. “The PLC will make decisions based on pressure and storage tank level critical set-points input by the operator via the touch-screen 

display. This plant is equipped with a stand-by generator capable of operating the entire plant, so if both tank level and pressure reach the critical 

point, the stand-by generator will start and run the plant until the pumps cycle off. This control system is predicted to save RCWSC approximately 

$400 per month on their utility bill.” 

The Future - “Our future plans are to bring our three other plants online as soon as funding is available.  But we are able to monitor almost every 

aspect of the two plants we have online.” 

About Express Electric - Since 1983, Express Electric has been developing specialized water and wastewater systems. Their projects include 

water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants, lift stations, booster pump stations, and elevated storage tanks. They have extensive 

experience with motor controls from fractional horsepower to 5000-HP, variable speed drives of all sizes, and all types of PLC motor control and 

SCADA systems. They will use any PLC the customer prefers; however, they prefer using Allen-Bradley hardware and VTScada software.  They can 

easily convert water booster pump stations to PLC control without electrodes or induction relays. Their systems can also control variable speed 

drives on booster pumps to maintain a constant pressure without using air compressors or pressure tanks.  www.expresselectric-co.com 
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